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Abstract— The concept of communication and information exchange has been revolutionized after the growth of 
computers. Development in computers’ world, especially the Internet has made network performance a burning issue. Now 
we are in the scenario in which everyone is leading to the best performance. Now the things get changed when the UMTS 
(Universal Mobile Telecommunication System) comes into existence. In this chapter we examine the performance of UMTS 
under the RIP (Routing Information Protocol), OSPF(Open Shortest Path First) and IGRP(Interior Gateway Routing 
Protocol). The paper demonstrates the efficiency and effectiveness of UMTS network under these protocol and we will be 
able to find out which one among them is best suited and provide better quality. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
UMTS (Universal Mobile Telecommunications 
Systems) and third generation (3G) 
telecommunication systems offer a wide range of 
services to the users [4]. In UMTS four different 
classes of services are foreseen, grouping together 
applications with similar Quality of Service (QoS) 
needs: Conversational, Streaming, Interactive, and 
Background [1][2]. Depending on the service class 
they belong, the users ask the network to be provided 
with a set of specified values for parameters as the 
throughput, the transmission delay, the error rate. 3G 
are in a period of great expansion and there is strong 
need for them to support multimedia application. 3G 
networks are becoming more and more popular in 
recent year, ranging up to digital cellular system 
telephony to satellite broadcasting. The access 
security features in UMTS are superset of those 
provided in GSM. Some new security features are 
introduced in UMTS to correct the perceived 
weaknesses of GSM security. It provides mutual 
authentication between the UMTS subscriber, 
represented by the USIM, and the UMTS network in 
the following sense. The serving network confirms 
the identity of the subscriber while at the same time 
the subscriber also confirms that he is connected to a 
serving network that is authorized by its home 
network. In a network topology for forwarding 
packets various routing protocols are being used. 
Routers maintain a routing table for successful 
delivery of the packets from the source node to the 
correct destined node. The extent of information 
stored by a router about the network depends on the 
algorithm it follows. Most of the popular routing 
algorithms used are RIP, OSPF and IGRP. We are 
analyzing the performance of these very algorithms 
on the basis of the cost of delivery, amount of 
overhead on each router, number of updates needed 
and resultant throughput of the system. We are trying 
to find out which protocol suits the best for the  

 
network and through an analysis we have tried to find 
the pros and cons of each protocol. We are 
concentrating on internetworking which is the 
function of the internet layer. This is enabled by 
router which is a device that forwards data packets 
between computer networks, creating an overlay 
internetwork. It is connected to two or more data lines 
from different networks. When a data packet comes 
in on one of the lines, the router reads the address 
information in the packet to determine its ultimate 
destination. Then, using information in its routing 
table or routing policy, it directs the packet to the 
next network on its journey. It is a data table stored in 
a router or a networked computer that lists the routes 
to particular network destinations, and in some cases, 
metrics (distances) associated with those routes. They 
contain information about the topology of the 
network immediately around it. The construction of 
routing tables is the primary goal of routing 
protocols. This paper comprises of different sections. 
The first one comprises of introduction of UMTS, 
Protocol and communication in a network, second 
one comprises of brief overview of OPNET 
simulation tool, in the third section includes the 
simulation result  and last section comprises of the 
conclusion drawn from the results obtained. 
 
II. UMTS, RIP, OSPF, IGRP 
 

A. UMTS 
The Universal Mobile Telecommunications System 
[3] (UMTS) is a third generation mobile cellular 
system for networks based on the GSM standard. 
Developed and maintained by the 3GPP[10] (3rd 
Generation Partnership Project), UMTS is a 
component of the International Telecommunications 
Union IMT-2000 standard set and compares with the 
CDMA2000[3] standard set for networks based on 
the competing CDMA[3] One technology. UMTS 
uses wideband code division multiple access (W-
CDMA)[3] radio access technology to offer greater 
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spectral efficiency and bandwidth to mobile network 
operators. The third-generation (3G)[11] mobile 
communication systems provide great coverage, 
complete subscriber management and nearly 
universal roaming. UMTS can in many aspects be 
looked upon as an extension to GSM[5][6] and 
GPRS[5][6]. The greatest changes are related to the 
access part of the network. The access network, 
called UMTS Terrestrial Radio Network 
(UTRAN)[5][6], consists of base stations and base 
stations controllers. The base stations are called Node 
B[4]. A Node B can support FDD[4] mode, TDD[4] 
mode or dual mode operation. Several base stations 
are managed by a Radio Network Controller 
(RNC)[4]. The RNC is responsible for the Handover 
decisions that require signaling to the UE. A logical 
view of the network is shown in Figure1. Iub is the 
interface between an RNC and a Node B. Iur is the 
logical interface between two RNCs. The Iur 
represents a point-to-point link between RNCs, 
however the physical realization may not be a point-
to-point link. Iu is the interconnection point between 
an RNC and the 3G Core Network [4]. 

 
Fig 1. UMTS Architecture 

 
The 3G system consists of two main parts: the User 
Equipment (UE)[4] and the UMTS[12] Terrestrial 
Radio Access Network (UTRAN). The UE is the 
mobile phone and the UTRAN is the base station and 
the network intelligence. Both the UE and the 
UTRAN[4] are composed of different layers. The 
four lowest layers are: the physical layer (PHY), the 
Medium Access Layer (MAC), the Radio Link Layer 
(RLC)[4] and the Radio Resource Layer (RRC). 
 

B. RIP 
The Routing Information Protocol [8][13] (RIP) is 
one of the oldest distance-vector routing protocol, 
which employs the hop count as a routing metric. RIP 
prevents routing loops by implementing a limit on the 
number of hops allowed in a path from the source to a 
destination. The maximum number of hops allowed 
for RIP is 15. This hop limit, however, also limits the 
size of networks that RIP can support. A hop count of 
16 is considered an infinite distance, in other words 
the route is considered unreachable. There are three 

versions of the Routing Information Protocol: RIPv1, 
RIPv2, and RIPng. 

a.  RIP version 1 
The original specification of RIP[8][13], defined in 
RFC 1058, uses classful routing. The periodic routing 
updates do not carry subnet information, lacking 
support for variable length subnet masks (VLSM). 
This limitation makes it impossible to have different-
sized subnets inside of the same network class. In 
other words, all subnets in a network class must have 
the same size. There is also no support for router 
authentication, making RIP vulnerable to various 
attacks. 

b. RIP version 2 
Due to the deficiencies of the original RIP[8][13] 
specification, RIP version 2 (RIPv2) was developed 
in 1993 and last standardized in 1998. It included the 
ability to carry subnet information, thus supporting 
Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR). To maintain 
backward compatibility, the hop count limit of 15 
remained. RIPv2 has facilities to fully interoperate 
with the earlier specification if all Must Be Zero 
protocol fields in the RIPv1 messages are properly 
specified. In addition, a compatibility switch feature 
allows fine-grained interoperability adjustments. In 
an effort to avoid unnecessary load on hosts that do 
not participate in routing, RIPv2 multicasts the entire 
routing table to all adjacent routers at the particular 
address, as opposed to RIPv1 which uses broadcast. 
Unicast addressing is still allowed for special 
applications. (MD5) authentication for RIP was 
introduced in 1997. RIPv2 is Internet Standard 
STD56 (which is RFC 2453). Route tags were also 
added in RIP version 2. This functionality allows for 
routes to be distinguished from internal routes to 
external redistributed routes from EGP protocols.  

c. RIPng   
RIPng[8][13] was designed to work as an IGP 
(Interior Gateway Protocol) in moderate size as 
mentioned by Malkin, G et al (1997). It is not 
intended for use in more complex environments. It is 
a distance vector protocol, which employs the hop 
count as a routing metric. RIPng is intended to allow 
routers to exchange information for computing routes 
through an IPv6-based network. Any router that uses 
RIPng is assumed to have interfaces to one or more 
networks. The protocol relies on access to certain 
information about each of these networks, the most 
important of which is its metric. In addition to the 
metric, each network will have an IPv6 destination 
address prefix and prefix length associated with it. 
Each router that implements RIPng is assumed to 
have a routing table. This table has one entry for 
every destination that is reachable throughout the 
system. RIP is not the preferred choice for routing as 
its time to converge and scalability are poor and a hop 
limit severely limits the size of network it can be used 
in. However, it is easy to configure, because RIP does 
not require any parameters on a router unlike other 
protocols. 
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C. OSPF 
OSPF[14] stands for Open Shortest Path First. 
OSPFv3 protocol is a link state routing protocol 
based on OSPFv2 with a number of modifications. 
OSPFv3 exchanges IPv6 routing information, while 
OSPFv2 exchanges IPv4 routing information. All 
nodes maintain a complete "map" of the network, and 
perform local computation of best routes based on 
this internal map. This prevents packet looping, since 
the internal map is always kept at a coherent state. 
Changes in the network topology are propagated to 
all nodes quickly by a "flooding" protocol. OSPF 
includes three different protocols. The "hello" 
protocol checks that links are operational and is also 
used to negotiate a "designated router" and a backup. 
The "exchange" protocol is used to synchronize 
databases between two nodes, with one node acting 
as "master" and the other as "slave". The "flooding" 
protocol is used to propagate changes in link state to 
other nodes in the network. When a network of OSPF 
nodes is brought up, each node must discover its 
peers and build up its database of the network 
topology. To simplify this step and to limit the 
number of exchanges needed, OSPF nodes "elect" 
one of the nodes to act as a designated router, and one 
additional router to act as backup for the designated 
node in case it fails. All nodes synchronize 
themselves with the designated router, speeding up 
the start process. The designated router also acts as 
coordinator by sending "flooding" messages. To 
avoid corrupted routing information, each OSPF 
packet contains a sequence number which can be 
used to discard old messages. OSPF also includes 
security provisions to protect against intruders. 
 

D. IGRP 
The Interior Gateway Routing Protocol (IGRP)[14] is 
a routing protocol developed in the mid-1980s by 
Cisco Systems, Inc. Cisco’s principal goal in creating 
IGRP was to provide a robust protocol for routing 
within an autonomous system (AS) having arbitrarily 
complex topology and consisting of media with 
diverse bandwidth and delay characteristics. An AS is 
a collection of networks under common 
administration that share a common routing strategy. 
ASs are typically given a unique 16-bit number that is 
assigned by the Defense Data Network (DDN) 
Network Information Center. IGRP uses a 
combination (vector) of metrics. Internetwork delay, 
bandwidth, reliability, and load are all factored into 
the routing decision. Network administrators can set 
the weighting factors for each of these metrics. IGRP 
uses either the administrator-set or the default 
weightings to automatically calculate optimal routes. 
IGRP provides a wide range for its metrics. For 
example, reliability and load can take on any value 
between 1 and 255; bandwidth can take on values 
reflecting speeds from 1,200 bps to 10 gigabits per 
second; while delay can take on any value from 1 to 2 
to the 24th power. Wide metric ranges allow 

satisfactory metric setting in internetworks with 
widely varying performance characteristics. Most 
importantly, the metric components are combined in a 
user-definable algorithm. As a result, network 
administrators can influence route selection in an 
intuitive fashion. To provide additional flexibility, 
IGRP permits multipath routing. Dual equal-
bandwidth lines may run a single stream of traffic in 
round-robin fashion, with automatic switchover to the 
second line if one line goes down. Also, multiple 
paths can be used even if the metrics for the paths are 
different. For example, if one path is three times 
better than another because its metric is three times 
lower, the better path will be used three times as 
often. Only routes with metrics that are within a 
certain range of the best route are used as multiple 
paths. 
 
III. OPNET SCENARIO 
 
As shown in Figure 2 simulation model consist of 
UMTS network which has 2 node B access point, 
RNC[4], SGSN[4], GGSN[4] for authentication a 
switch which is between ftp server and GGSN (here 
we can have more than one server) and an FTP server 
which provide its application to mobile node. This 
represents the OPNET model of UMTS network. RIP 
is chooses as the Protocol to measure the performance 
of the network. It will provide the type of service 
provided by the UMTS under different protocol. The 
simulation model used the OPNET built-in 
application distribution models. The built-in OPNET 
application profiles were used to closely simulate 
traffic generated by a wireless data user. The 
application profiles used was the FTP profiles. This 
profile was combined and parameterized in order to 
define the UMTS client application profile.  

 
Fig 2. Architecture of UMTS 

 
The UMTS profiles described a UMTS data user’s 
activity over a period of time. The profile consisted of 
the standard network application: FTP server.  There 
are total of 12 users in the whole network.  FTP 
response time was chosen because it belongs to two 
different UMTS QoS profiles. FTP download 
response time was defined as the time that elapses 
between a client sending a “get” request and receiving 
the entire file. It was measured from the time a client 
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application sent a request to the server to the time it 
received the file. The FTP download response time 
included the time required to transmit the entire file it 
was dependent on the file size. 
 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 
The simulation is done using OPNET 14.5 Modeler 
and the results are obtained of UMTS network under 
RIP (Routing Information Protocol), OSPF (Open 
Shortest Path First). Figure 3 shows the performance 
of whole network under three protocols. It shows the 
number of bit sent under the network using IGRP, RIP 
and OSPF. It shows the distortion is very low in  case 
of OSPF and it provide better performance in the 
network as compared to other protocol it can be 
preferred choice when the network is needed higher 
efficiency. This graph shows the global statistics of 
the network which is provided by UMTS under RIP, 
OSPF and IGRP. If we increase the number of node 
the performance is goose down and we measure the 
higher distortion and noise as compared to before. 
This is suitable for larger network also. If we increase 
the number of node the performance given by UMTS 
under OSPF is even better as compare to other. Here 
we take time of Simulation is 1 minute and 
presentation is taken over average and overlaid 
statistics.  

 

 
Fig3. Performance of Network under RIP, IGRP,OSPF 

 
The performance [9] of network is measured on every 
node. Now the performance is taken over the 
GGSN[4] (Gateway GPRS support node).The GGSN 
is gateway to other packet data networks, such as 
internet, are connected to the GGSN. Consequently, 
the GGSN usually incorporates a firewall. Incoming 
data packets are packed in a special container by the 
GGSN and forwarded over the GPRS Tunnel 
Protocol (GTP) protocol to the SGSN. Fig 4 shows 
the performance given by UMTS network under these 
three protocols when the traffic is send. Here we can 
see that the OSPF protocol provides higher bit rate as 
compared to other two protocols. IGRP is also 
providing good service but if the whole work is 
consider then it can be concluded as the OSPF is 
better than other two. 

 
Fig 4. GGSN Traffic Sent 

 
Fig 5 shows the number of bits received by GGSN 
under different protocol. Here it can be see that the 
number of bits received by GGSN is greatest in case 
of OSPF. The peak under UMTS shows the 
maximum number of bits received by GGSN when 
OSPF is active. So here it can be concluded that when 
OSPF is used then the distortion becomes very less 
and the performance of network becomes far better 
than other two protocols.  

 
Fig 5. GGSN traffic received 

 
Fig 6 shows the performance of RNC (Radio network 
controller). Figure shows the transmission of traffic 
through the RNC[4] (Radio Network Controller). The 
Radio Network Controller is the central node in a 
radio access network. It takes the place of the Base 
Station Controller (BSC) familiar from GSM and 
assumes the management of the resources in all 
attached cells (channel allocation, handover, power 
control). A large number of protocols between UE 
and RAN are implemented in the RNC. The RNC 
concurrently communicates over the Iu-interface with 
maximum of one fixed network node MSC and 
SGSN at any given time. Thus each RNC is allocated 
to an MSC and an SGSN. It also has the option of 
using the Iur –interface to communicate over the CN 
with neighboring RNCs. Figure 6 and Figure 7 shows 
the traffic condition through RNC. The numbers of 
bits we send and received. As it can be seen that the 
traffic is goes through different node in the network. 
From Figure 6 we can easily see that in starting of 
simulation the result given by IGRP is better as 
compare to the other two protocols. But as time goes 
on we get higher peak under OSPF. So the traffic 
send by network thorough RNC is showing different 
behavior during different duration of time. 
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Fig 6. RNC Traffic Sent 

 
In Fig 7 we could say that the traffic received is also 
show the same thing as we see in the traffic send. 
Here we become in case of RNC which one is better. 
But as time goes on OSPF gets advantage over the 
other and after some time OSPF gets its role better 
than the other.  
 

 
Fig 7. RNC Traffic Received 

 
Figure 8 shows the behavior of network traffic when 
it goes through SGSN[4] (Serving GPRS Support 
Node). The SGSN carries out tasks for packet 
switched transmission similar to those of the MSC 
and VLR nodes in Circuit Switching. The current 
position of a user is stored in the SGSN so that an 
incoming data packet can be routed to the user. In 
addition to routing functions, the SGSN also handles 
authentication and stores a local copy of the user 
information. Figure shows the traffic characteristics 
when it passes through the SGSN. Here we can also 
see that the traffic send through SGSN under OSPF is 
larger as compare to other. It provide better 
functionality as compare to other. 
 

 
Fig 8. SGSN Traffic Sent 

Figure 9 shows the traffic received through different 
protocols. And we can conclude at here that the OSPF 
is providing better service as compare to other  
 

 
Fig SGSN Performance Received 

 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE 
 
In this paper we measure the performance of UMTS 
under RIP, OSPF and IGRP. We see that it has both 
merit and demerit. Merit is that RIP is less complex 
to implement, on hardware as well as software with 
maximum efficiency of time and memory, and 
demerit is that RIP is not the preferred choice for 
routing as its time to converge and scalability are 
poor compared to IGRP and OSPF. On the other hand 
OSPF is complex as compare to other. On analyzing 
the result of the performance of various routing 
protocols naming RIP, OSPF, and IGRP over a 
scenario for cost of transmission, router overhead and 
throughput we can say that OSPF has best 
performance overall as it has the least cost of 
transmission, lower router overhead after RIP and 
maximum throughput amongst all routing protocol 
and queuing delay of it is second lowest after IGRP.  
OSPF has optimum router over head and overall 
performance in terms of throughput and link 
utilization. So for best effort service that is 
transmission of data packets OSPF performs better 
than other protocols for throughput, queuing delay, 
utilization and overhead. As far we can see that we 
can take hybrid of these protocols for better 
performance. 
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